
DWP UPDATE – NOVEMBER 2017 

BENEFITS UPRATING – AND FREEZING 
The 2018-19 benefits uprating figures reveal that PIP and DLA claimants will get a 
minimum increase of just 65p a week, rising to £4.25 for claimants who get the 
enhanced/higher rate of both components.   Carers allowance will increase by £1.90. 

ESA support group claimants will get an additional £1.10 a week. But there is no 
increase in the ESA work-related activity component which, along with many other 
working age benefits, has been frozen for yet another year. Hopes that May, who 
pledged to help the ‘just about managing’ when she became prime minister, would 
end the freeze in view of rising inflation have been dashed. Instead, news of the 
continuing freeze was slipped out on Monday, just hours after the announcement of 
the royal engagement. 

 75,000 ESA CLAIMANTS OWED THOUSANDS 

The continued benefits freeze isn’t the only thing the DWP are hoping will attract as 
little attention as possible. The BBC have discovered that the DWP have been 
underpaying around 75,000 ESA claimants since as far back as 2011. The total cost 
of putting things right, including extra staff time, is in the region of £500 million. This 
amounts to an average of over £6,500 per claimant. 

The errors appear to relate to claimants who were forcibly moved from incapacity 
benefit to ESA. But the DWP is desperately trying to keep the whole thing quiet and 
is refusing to disclose the precise nature of the error. They say they will contact all 
those affected. There seems no good reason why a public body should be allowed to 
cover up a half billion pound mistake. Benefits and Work has made a freedom of 
information request to try to get more details. 

 ESA CLAIMANTS FORCED ONTO UC 

It may be down to more mistakes and bad practice, or it may be something more 
sinister. But sick and disabled people trying to claim new style ESA are being 
pushed into claiming UC instead, even though they are likely to be worse off as a 
result. Claimants phoning the UC claim line in Full Service areas, which they have to 
do in order to claim ESA, discover that every single option relates to UC. 

Even if you choose ‘Any other queries’ from every option, you are likely to be put 
through to a DWP call handler who knows nothing about how to claim new style 
ESA. As a result many claimants are likely to end up on a benefit that could leave 
them worse off, because it takes into account things like your savings and your 
partner’s earnings.                                                                  

Anyone trying to make a claim for new style ESA is advised to be very persistent in 
insisting that they are claiming this benefit rather than UC, no matter how hard call 
handlers try to persuade you otherwise. 

  



DWP PRESENTING OFFICERS AT HALF OF PIP TRIBUNALS 
Following up on a story that first surfaced in March 2016, we can now confirm that 
the DWP are recruiting and training 150 presenting officers in an effort to improve 
their success rate at PIP and ESA tribunals. Presenting officers already attend 23% 
of PIP tribunals, but the aim is to increase this figure to 50%. 

Providing representation at tribunals for the DWP is particularly cynical, given that 
the number of claimants getting help with social security appeals has plummeted by 
99.5% as a result of massive legal aid cuts. But please don’t be in any way 
discouraged by the presence of a presenting officer at your appeal hearing. 

Just prepare your case as best you can and there’s every possibility that the 
presenting officer will be left desperately – and hopelessly - trying to explain the 
inconsistencies and omissions in the DWP’s evidence to an increasingly impatient 
tribunal judge. 

 UC CHANGES LESS THAN EXPECTED 

The hoped for two week reduction in waiting times has in fact turned out to be just 
one week. The total amount that can be paid in advance, whilst waiting for your first 
payment, will increase from 50% of expected entitlement to 100%. And the advance 
payment can be paid back over a twelve month period rather than six. Which simply 
means that claimants will be left paying off an unmanageable amount for twice as 
long as before, because of a bitterly unfair system. 

RECORD RESPONSE TO PIP AND ESA PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 
Benefits and Work readers can be proud of the huge part they played in ensuring 
that a work and pensions committee inquiry into PIP and ESA assessments has 
received more evidence from the public than any other investigation ever held by a 
House of Commons select committee. 

The inquiry was launched on 29 September 2017. Members of the public and 
professionals were invited to give their experiences of PIP and ESA assessments. 
Usually such inquiries will attract 100 or so posts. 18 days after the inquiry began, on 
17 October, there had been just over 500 responses on the online forum. That was 
the date on which we encouraged our readers to take part.  In the next 24 days, until 
the forum closed on 10 November, the number of responses increased more than 
fivefold to a final total of 2,828 responses. 

And, based on the posts we have read, the DWP will not be looking forward to trying 
to explain away such an enormous level of anger and distress when they are called 
to give evidence to the committee. 

 


